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The Teisho of the Actual Body ... 
by Gillian Coote Roshi 

Here we are as this body, breathing, alive, awakening to our precious life moment by 

moment, this mutually dependent body and mind which awakens and falls away. Each time we 

chant the Heart Sutra, it announces our physical form or rupa as one of the five skandhas, each 

of which are empty, the realisation which finally exploded Sakyamuni's question, 'Why is there 

suffering?", blowing it to smithereens. 

 Avalokitesvara, Bodhisattva, practising deep Prajna Paramita, 

 clearly saw that all five skandhas are empty, 

 transforming anguish and distress. 
1
 

We are all Buddhas, in human form. "All beings by nature are Buddha", Hakuin Zenji 

reminds us, "apart from beings, no Buddha". 
2
  Without this body, this form, there is no Buddha.  

So we take our seat for zazen, be it zafu, bench or chair, "belly forwards, buttocks back"
3
. We 

relax our shoulders, centre ourselves and focus on the breath. Now there is little for the nervous 

system to do, no balancing, moving or touching, and thoughts crowd onto centre stage. Now, 

whenever we notice we've been lost in dreams and fantasies, we return to the breath, to the koan, 

coming home to what is. 

When the bells ring through the silence, we rise for kinhin. Now the body is moving, 

bowing, walking and we bring our attention to the experience of foot and floor, keying breath to 

steps, one body of many bodies moving in single file around the dojo.  Right action, right here.  

(The Pali word samma is usually translated as 'right', though the word originally implied a sense 

of wholeness or completeness, not 'right' as opposed to 'wrong'.)   

Though we must beware. The right action of 'just this step!' can be easily mistaken for 

antinomianism - 'it's all one' - so that 'just this' can morph into 'when killing, just kill!" and other 

disasters, like "when seducing, just seduce!" Where does that leave the First Precept, or the 

Second or the Third?  Taking the Bodhisattva path means honouring each Precept, living each 

Precept.  Every full moon, we remind ourselves as a sangha of the ethical dimension of our 

practice, we remind ourselves where we have slipped up, and how we might practice more 

sincerely. 

And, as we chant  each Precept followed by Bodhidharma and Dogen's responses, who 

has not been confounded by Dogen's response to the 10th Grave Precept, Not Defaming the 

Three Treasures? 

'The teisho of the actual body is the harbour and the weir.  This is the most 

important thing in the world.  Its virtue finds its home in the ocean of essential 

nature.  It is beyond explanation.  We just accept it with respect and 

gratitude." 
4
 

                                                 
1 The Heart Sutra, transl. Robert Aitken. 
2 Hakuin Zenji's 'Song of Zazen' , transl. Robert Aitken 
3 Attributed to Katsuki Sekida (Taking the Path, Robert Aitken, p.l5) 
4 Dogen Zenji, from the Kyo-ju-Kaimon 
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Though Dogen says 'it is beyond explanation', yet we try to make sense of things, to 

grope our way towards explanations of the Great Matter.  His own use of language is particularly 

mysterious, elliptical and paradoxical. So, what might Dogen be suggesting with 'the teisho of 

the actual body'?   

Most of us have heard teisho, 'the presentation of Zen realisation by a Zen master during 

a sesshin'.
5
  Thus, 'the teisho of the actual body' is the presentation of the Dharma flowing 

through us, completely incapable of defaming the Three Treasures. Moreover, Dogen says, this 

teisho 'is the harbour and the weir'.  Dance with that!  Dance with the harbour and the weir, both 

bodies of water, each with their differing rhythms, shapes, inhabitants and uses. 

Consider Sydney Harbour. Who is not intimate with its ripples, wakes, tides, ebbs and 

flows, reflections and refractions, its oysters, crabs, mullet, bream, seagulls, pelicans, 

cormorants, egrets, Australian lapwings, sea horses, sea dragons, sharks, dolphins, whales, 

flotsam, jetsam, seaweed, seagrasses, mud, sand, boats, oil scum, jellyfish and micro-organisms?  

Who does not sit gazing into its depths and sparkle, becoming harbour, becoming harbour open 

to ocean and all that lives within it, harbour that is, in fact, the ocean within headlands and 

valleys, flowing with the same water, the same life, flowing without borders? 

I am less familiar with the weir, though there are at least a dozen in the Hawkesbury-

Nepean River system and one on the Lane Cover River, where I live, though I know they're 

ingenious solutions to multiple problems, and that they go back a long long way. 

One of the earliest weirs was built in China by Li Bing, who fought against the "river 

deity" 2,200 years ago. He was sent by King Zhao of the Qin Dynasty (221-206BC) to be 

governor of the Shu area, which is now Sichuan Province in Southwest China. When he arrived, 

Li witnessed the sufferings of local people from frequent flooding of Minjiang River. Li Bing 

and his son then began the construction of Dujiangyan  irrigation system.  He composed this 

rhyme: "Dredge the riverbed when the water is deep and build low dykes when the water is low". 

It contains the guiding principle of dredging the waterways in ancient China, a system which 

brought the Minjiang River under control and distributed waters from the river to the fertile 

farmland of the Chengdu plains. After the completion of the project, local people were able to 

enjoy a better life and become self-sufficient.
6
  Weirs - useful, helpful - and a human invention. 

Yes! the body is the harbour and the weir - our bodies, like bodies of water, indeed being 

bodies of water, taking on different shapes, rhythms and uses and providing habitat for millions 

of life forms. Indeed we contain multitudes and are continuous with all life forms. 

While contemplating autumn, falling leaves, toadstools, mushrooms and wood fungus, 

inspired by an afternoon walk at Kodoji on the weekend of the May women's retreat, the phrase, 

'the fruiting body' began rolling around. The fruit of fungi, they come in all different shapes, 

colours and sizes. Some fungi produce mushrooms or toadstools, or club-shaped fruit bodies, 

some produce cups, others produce brackets which emerge from tree trunks, some fruit bodies 

are ball-shaped and some are star shaped.  There are jellies and fingers and even fruit bodies with 

eyelashes!
7
 The dharma is indeed subtle and mysterious.  Ageless!  Measureless!  

 

                                                 
5 Shambhala Dictionary of Buddhism and Zen, p.221 
6 http://english.cntv.cn/program/journeysintime/20110913/112769.shtml 
7 http://www.britmycolsoc.org.uk/mycokids/mycokids-how-are-fruit-bodies-made/  
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Fruiting Bodies 

Twelve golden mushrooms nestling 

 at the base of corkwood's gnarly trunk. 

Now a group of three, with blady grass. 

 

Now one alone. 

 

 Now nine large beauties 

framed by log and blackened bark. 

 

 The fruits of autumn walking through the grasses, 

 sitting down 

 and drinking tea. 8 

 

I've been deepening my acquaintance with Ryokan, thanks to Kazuaki Tanahashi's 

translation of his poetry in Sky Above, Great Wind.  Ryokan (1758-l831) practised alone in 

extreme austerity without producing any dharma heirs.  He sometimes accepted invitations from 

his supporters to stay for meals or overnight.  Yoshishige Kera, author of Anecdotes of Zen 

Master Ryokan, who knew Ryokan in his young days, describes such an occasion: 

Ryokan stayed with us for a couple of days.  A peaceful atmosphere filled our 

house, and everyone became harmonious.  This atmosphere remained for some days 

even after he left.  As soon as I started talking with him, I realised that my heart had 

become pure.  He did not explain Zen or other Buddhist scriptures, nor did he 

encourage wholesome actions.  He would burn firewood in the kitchen or sit in 

meditation in our living room.  He did not talk about literature or ethics.  He was 

indescribably relaxed.  He taught others only by his presence.
9
 

How do you live Hakuin Zenji's 'this very body, the Buddha' when you step out into life, 

making your way into difficult places, amongst difficult people or when you snuggle up with 

your beloved, or ease yourself onto the zafu?  

How do you practice, so that 'this very body' presents the love and peace and wisdom that 

Hakuin Zenji's line promises, the awakened one who sees through the solitary paranoid self to be 

one with as the many beings, to be both the harbour and the weir?  

How about one step after another, one breath after another, remembering, returning and 

saving the many beings?  Then truly, 'Its virtue finds its home in the ocean of essential nature. 

We just accept it with respect and gratitude.' 

  

                                                 
8 Fruiting Bodies by Gillian Coote 
9 Sky Above, Great Wind, The Life and Poetry of Zen Master Ryokan, transl. Kazuaki Tanahashi, pub.Shambhala, 2012,pps.4, 5 

'Mushroom - Chinese ink on rice paper 

by Glenys Jackson 
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“The Wind is Blowing on my Back, Taking me to my True Home”
10

 
Reflection on Aboriginal song, the body and the Buddha Way 

by Allan Marett 

For some years now I‘ve been singing the wangga song ―Karra-ve kan-ya verver-

rtedi/The Wind is Blowing on My Back‖
 11

 in a variety of contexts, including dharma contexts. 

These include funerals for sangha-members, as well as at the funeral of my father, where I sang 

the song as a way of farewelling the deceased. I also often sing it at the end of sesshin, as a way 

of sending people on their way home, and as a way of reminding us that the dharma body of ―just 

this moment,‖ ―just this touch of breeze on back,‖ is indeed our true home.  

The song, which was composed by the late Bobby Lambudju Lane of the Belyuen 

community, refers to the body both in the conventional sense of ―this bag of bones that we walk 

around in,‖ and in the sense of ―the great living body from which all things emanate and to 

which they return,‖ which Aboriginal people usually refer to in English as ―country.‖ Reference 

to the-body-as-bag-of-bones occurs in the first line of the song—―the wind is blowing on my 

back‖ —and to country-as-body in the second line—―Taking me to my true home.‖ In the 

original version of the song, which is in the Batjamalh and Emmi languages, what I translate as 

―my true home‖ is ―Badjalarr,‖ the name of an island (also known as North Peron Island) near 

the mouth of the Daly River. According to local Aboriginal beliefs, people return to this island 

after death.  Badjalarr, like all Aboriginal country, is conceived of as a living body: alive, 

sentient, capable of giving birth and reabsorbing the dead. For the Wadjaginy (speakers of 

Batjamalh), Emmiyangarl (speakers of Emmi language) and other peoples of the Daly region, it 

is indeed, their true home, the place to which their hearts truly belongs. 

I usually sing the song first in its original languages, Batjamalh and Emmi (both seriously 

endangered languages with now probably fewer than five fluent speakers each) and then in 

English.  

Karra-ve kanya-verver-rtedi kaya-ndhi 

Karra-ve kak-ung-bende badjalarr 

Ii, aa, üü 

Karra-ve kak-ung-bende badjalarr 

 

The wind is blowing on my back 

Taking me to my true home 

Ii, aa,üü 

Taking me to my true home 

In the following two sections, I want to examine the original text of the song in some 

detail in order to get a more fine-grained sense of its meaning. Examining the text of ―Karra-ve 

kan-ya verver-rtedi/The Wind is Blowing on My Back‖ in this way not only gives us a clearer 

idea of its meaning, but also highlights some of the ways that it resonates with our Zen practice, 

as well as some of the ways that it does not. Songs like this may resonate with our practice, but it 

                                                 
10

 A version of this talk was given at the January zazenkai.  
11

 Recordings of Karra-ve kanya-verver can be found at http://wangga.library.usyd.edu.au/repertories>Lambudju's repertory>tracks 11 and 12: 

karra-ve kanya-verver. 

http://wangga.library.usyd.edu.au/repertories
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is important to remember that they are not Buddhist songs, and in translating them we need to 

take care not to erase the Aboriginal worldview that they embody. 

 

 When I sing this song in English— The wind is blowing on my back, taking me to my 

true home—I‘m already adapting the text to suit our practice. I could go a little closer to the 

original (thought this version would not fit the tune so well) by translating it as follows: It [the 

wind] is forever making my back cool; forever taking me away now to Badjalarr (North Peron 

Island; the island of the dead near the mouth of the Daly River). But let‘s drill down a little 

deeper, starting with the first line: 

Line 1 

karra -ve kanya -verver  -rtedi kaya -ndhi 

SW forever 3MIN.A.IR.make cool back 3MIN.S.IR.lie towards speaker 

Karra is a song word, that is, a word in ghost-language that marks what follows as an 

utterance that has emanated from the dead. Ve means ―forever.‖ The rest of the first line —

kanya-verver-rtedi-kaya-ndhi—is a single word: a complex verb that, as is typical of languages 

in the area, incorporates within the verb a number of different parts of speech—nouns, adjectives 

and other grammatical markers.  Let me unpack this a little more. The verb itself consists of two 

parts: a main verb, kanya, which means ―it makes,‖ and an auxiliary verb, kaya, whose basic 

meaning is, ―it lies.‖ But when, as here, kaya is used serially as an auxiliary verb (that is a verb 

that is tacked on to another verb in order to inflect its meaning), it does not signify lying. Rather 

it signifies that the action of the main verb is ongoing. So in light of this we might translate 

kanya-kaya as ―it is always making.‖
12

  

In poetic utterances such as songs, kaya has an even deeper meaning: it is used to express 

the timeless, ever-present, eternal nature of the Dreaming (durlk). It expresses that which is 

foundational, that which, in the midst of the arising and falling away of things neither comes nor 

goes. It just ―lies there.‖ In Zen we sometimes refer to this as ―the unborn.‖ The complex verb 

kanya-kaya therefore indicates that the action of ―making‖ is both temporal and timeless: it is 

making it now; but this ―making‖ also manifests the eternal Dreaming. This sense of eternal 

activity—or perhaps we should say ―eternal potentiality‖—is further underscored by the word ve, 

―forever,‖ which occurs at the beginning of the line. 

This relationship, between temporality and timelessness—between birth and death on the 

one hand, and the unborn on the other—is also fundamental to the Buddha Way and lies at the 

centre of our practice. Buddhism refers to it by a variety of terms—form and emptiness (Heart 

Sutra), phenomena and principle (Huayan sutra), contingent and essential (Dongshan‘s Five 

Ranks), relative and absolute (Yamada Roshi), constructed and unconstructed (Patrick Kearney). 

We assert the fundamental identity of the temporal and the timeless when we chant: form is no 

other than emptiness, emptiness no other than form; form is exactly emptiness, emptiness exactly 

form.  

To find expression of this great matter at the heart of wangga songs such as ―Karra-ve 

kan-ya verver-rtedi/The Wind is Blowing on My Back‖
 
is for me very moving and I believe that 

it may be significant for the future development of Zen in Australia. There seems to be a deep 

                                                 
12 For a more detailed description of the language of wangga song, see chapter 3 of Marett, Barwick and Ford, For the Sake of a Song: Wangga 
songmen and their Repertories, Sydney University Press 2012. 
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resonance between what lies at the heart of Aboriginal ceremonial practices and what lies at the 

heart of ours. But we can only realise this through ongoing dialogue with our Aboriginal brothers 

and sisters. 

But to return to our song (we‘re still just on the first line), we now know that the complex 

verb kanya-kaya indicates that something is being made here and now, and that this ―making‖ is 

eternal. But what does this ―making‖ refer to? Incorporated in the middle of the complex verb 

kanya-kaya are two other words, which give us some clues. These are the adjective, verver, 

meaning ―cool‖ and the noun, rtedi meaning ―back‖. When we include these in our translation of 

kanya-verve- rtedi kaya we get a meaning something like ―eternally making the back cool.” And 

tacked on the very end of the auxiliary very, kaya, is the particle -ndhi, which indicates that this 

action is happening towards (rather than away from) the speaker: ―eternally making my back 

cool.‖ So we now know whose back is being sung about here: it is the back of the singer. 

Whether this singer is a living singer or a song-giving ghost is deliberately left ambiguous.  

Wangga songs are given to living singers in dreams by the dead and various aspects of 

their form, their texts, their melody, the timbre of the singer‘s voice and the dancing deliberately 

blur the distinction between the world of the dead and the world of the living, between the song-

giving ghost and the living singer. The words of songs are therefore both ―of the dead‖ and ―of 

the living‖ and for this reason, songs like this have the power, when sung in ceremony, to draw 

the worlds of the living and the dead into an intimate relationship. This is an aspect of the song 

that does not obviously resonate so directly with the Buddha Way. The purpose of the 

ceremonies at which songs such as ―Karra-ve kan-ya verver-rtedi/The Wind is Blowing on My 

Back‖
 
 are performed is to convey the spirits of the dead away from the company of the living 

and into the company of the dead.  Although Zen too is deeply concerned with the relationship 

between life and death, the way that it approaches them is different; we simply don‘t share the 

Aboriginal cosmology in which the living and the dead live as separate parallel societies.
13

  

Although we are now in a position to render the line karra-ve kanya-verver- rtedi kaya-

nthi as  ―forever coming towards me and making my back cool,‖ we still don‘t know what the 

subject of the verb is.  We still don‘t know what is that is coming towards me and making my 

back cool. Not expressing the key element of a statement is typical of Aboriginal poetics, and 

indeed of Aboriginal discourse more generally. The indeterminacy (as it is called by linguists) 

that is caused by not stating something that is considered obvious affects not just poetic 

utterances such as our song, but also everyday speech, and it has the function of highlighting 

intimacy between the speaker (or singer) and the listener (or audience). It underlines the fact that 

speaker and listener have a shared understanding that does not require things to be spelled out; 

everyone in the group is in the know.  

In the Daly region, where this song is traditionally sung, everyone knows what it is that 

cools the back, particularly in the context of death (remember: these songs are marked utterances 

of the dead)— ―it‖ is the wind. This was made explicit to me by Bobby Lane when he gave an 

English translation of the opening line of the song: ―Oh the wind is blowing.‖ And as the locals 

all know, feeling a cool wind on the back indicates the presence of a ghost.  

So here the body—―the back‖—becomes the agent of many things, some of which we 

can identify with and some not. The back not only detects the presence of a breeze (in the 

                                                 
13

 Those interested in exploring this aspect of Aboriginal cosmology you can find details in my 2005 book, Songs, 

Dreamings and Ghosts.published by Wesleyan University Press. 
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conventional sense), but also, in the world-view of Aboriginal people of the Daly region, senses 

the presence of the dead. At a deeper level, this very coming forth of ―breeze-on-the-back‖ 

manifests the eternal Dreaming, just as in our own practice it is the forms perceived by our sense 

organs—our eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body and mind—that manifest the dharma-kaya—the vast 

empty body of the dharma. 

 

Let us turn now our attention to the second line, which in some ways is more 

straightforward than the first: 

Line 2 

karra -ve kak -ung -bende badjalarr 

SW forever away PURP now place name 

Like line 1, line 2 begins with the words ―karra-ve,” thereby signifying that the words in 

this line also emanate from the dead, while at the same time reminding us that we are dealing 

with something that is eternal in nature.  The next word, kak-ung-bende, combines kak (away), 

bende (now) and a particle –ung that signifies purpose. But the line has no verb—once again the 

key element is left out and needs to be supplied from the shared understanding of the singer and 

his audience. The phrase might therefore be translated literally as ―in order to [verb missing] 

away now”. Those in the know understand, however, that the missing verb is something like 

―send‖ or ―take‖: ―in order to take (or send) me away.”  And the final word in the line tells us 

where the wind is ―taking‖ or ―sending‖ the singer—to the island of the dead, Badjalarr. So we 

could translate the second line as ―in order to forever take me away now to the island of the dead, 

Badjalarr‖. 

As I said at the outset, Badjalarr, like all Aboriginal country, is conceived of as if it were 

a living body: alive, sentient, capable of giving birth and reabsorbing the dead.  One old man, 

Brian Enda, spoke as follows about the sacred nature of Badjalarr: how you have to be properly 

introduced to it by putting your sweat into the ground so that the land will know you; how it is 

the place where the deceased ancestors reside; and how, once you are properly introduced, it will 

sustain you, giving you food and water. Here he uses the English name [North] Peron [Island]. 

You can’t go down Peron now, not even me . . . sacred ground, so sacred you can’t 

even go there. If my auntie wants to go there she can go. She can go to Peron Island 

but not me, and not even you. Unless they take us there and you know, wipe our 

sweat, you know, our way. You know, old people, their sweat they got under their 

arm? Well they got to put it over you [and] ochre [and] white smoke. They got to put 

it on your arms and your legs and your face, so when you go to that Peron Island, 

soon as you hit that beach, well something might happen to you now [i.e., if the 

country didn’t know you then it might act in a hostile way]. It’s not dangerous but, 

you know, old people [ghosts] are there. They’re looking at [you] from the bush. 

You know, like, spirits. 

Our [dead] grandfathers, they make you, you know, sit down, sit down and you 

stand for a little while. Maybe you want water. You’re thirsty. All right, next minute . 

. . next minute you look [i.e., see] water here, or if you’re hungry for tucker, 

anything, wallaby or possum [will appear]. . . . During the night you gotta sleep. 

You’re going to see a lot of [camp] fires here, and all them old people, all my 
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grandfathers and my father, they camp in the saddle here, they watch you. Don’t be 

frightened, you know. Don’t be afraid, of these white ones . . . they come out to you. 

They sing songs.
14

 

In the book that she wrote with senior women of the Rak Makmak clan of the 

Marranunggu people (whose country is not far from Badjalarr), Deborah Bird Rose makes the 

following observation about country: 

People talk about country in the same way that they would talk about a person: they 

speak to country, sing to country, visit country, worry about country, grieve for country 

and long for country. People say that country knows, hears, smells, takes notice, takes 

care, is sorry or happy. Country is a living entity with a yesterday, today and tomorrow, 

with consciousness, action and a will towards life. Because of this richness of meaning, 

country is home and peace, nourishment for body, mind and spirit; and heart’s ease.
15

 

From these accounts we can get a sense of the way the Aboriginal people experience 

country as living, feeling bodies, in a way that is not unlike the way in Zen we experience the 

world. When we see clearly, we too see that the world is vitally alive. We too experience a deep 

and intimate connection with the many beings of the universe. But while there are deep and 

important resonances between our way and Aboriginal ways of experiencing the universe there 

are also differences.  It is important to acknowledge these and to recognize the particularity of 

the Aboriginal world view; to acknowledge that there are aspects of their world view that we can 

respect, but which we do not share. 

One of the most significant of these is that Aboriginal people do not necessarily feel deep 

attachment to all country. Their greatest sense of intimacy is with their own country, with the 

country from which they are born and to which they will return. Kathy Deveraux, one of the 

indigenous co-authors of Country of the Heart said, ―I ask Mum, ‗When you travel around other 

places for ceremonies, down to the Daly River, to the outstations … how do you compare their 

country with yours?‘ Her reply: ‗I feel like a foreigner because my heart doesn‘t belong to their 

country.‘‖
16

 On the other hand, once, when we were together in Darwin, I asked Dr Yunupingu, 

the recently deceased lead-singer of Yothu Yindi, about how he felt when he was away from his 

country. ―Do you still feel at home?‖ I asked. He looked at me as if I was slightly crazy. ―Of 

course I do,‖ he said. ―I‘m here aren‘t I?‖ 

So, on the one hand we can detect deep resonances between the Zen way and that of our 

Aboriginal brothers and sisters, and it is these that allow us, with the approval of our indigenous 

teachers, to bring songs like ―Karra-ve kan-ya verver-rtedi/The Wind is Blowing on My Back‖ 

and ―Yendili No.2/Ancient Ground‖ into our liturgy. But on the other hand, there are also 

important difference that we need acknowledge. It is these differences that require changes to be 

made when we translate the texts of wangga songs into English so that they can have meaning 

within our sangha. So, when I render phrases like Karra-ve kak-ung-bende badjalarr as ―taking 

me to my true home,‖ I am deliberately shifting the meaning in a Zen direction. What we mean 

by ―true home‖ is not exactly the same as what Bobby Lane meant by badjalarr. When we say 

that the touch of the cool breeze brings us to the true home of our essential nature, it is not the 

                                                 
14

 Marett, Allan, Songs, Dreamings and Ghosts,  Wesleyan University Press 2005, p.184. 
15

 Deborah Bird Rose with Nancy Dayi, Kathy Deveraux, Margaret Daiyi, Linda Ford and April Bright, Countries of 

the Heart: An Indigenous Australian Homeland, Aboriginal Studies Press. 2002/2011, p.12. 
16

 Rose et al, ibid. 
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same as saying that a cool breeze carries a deceased person‘s spirit back to their ancestral 

country at Badjalarr.  

And yet for all that, there is something about the force with which phrases like kanya-

kaya and its expression of the-eternal-coming-forth-in the-particular that allow these songs to 

speak to us directly about that which we hold most dear. I believe that Aitken Roshi also had a 

sense of this when—at about the same time that I started singing Aboriginal songs as part of our 

ceremonies—he composed his dedication for the opening of Kodoji, in which the intimate 

relationship between Aboriginal and Buddhist ways is so delicately expressed. 

  

Here in the land and waters of the Darkinjung, 

the venerated mountain Yungu to the north, 

Wallambine to the east, Wanga to the south, 

Mellong to the west: 

Hear us, you women who dug the sacred earth, 

you men who hunted sacred game, 

you kangaroos, koalas, currawongs, kookaburras, and spotted perch, 

you gums, wattles, bracken, maiden hair, bamboo grass, and springs and boulders— 

 

We are your children;  

lend us your power, 

that we may empower the Earth,  

in our turn. 

 

Oh all you Buddhas coming forth in perfect wisdom, 

you Bodhisattvas and guardians of the vast and fathomless Dharma, 

you patriarchs and matriarchs who enriched the prajna field, 

you teachers of the Three Cloud halls— 

 

We are your children;  

lend us your power, 

that we may fully realize your vows,  

in our turn. 
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Winter wind and rain -  Chinese ink on rice paper by Glenys Jackson 
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My Body Carries My Practice: 
excerpts from my travel journal, South-East Asia.  

by Sarah Sherringham 

10 Dec 2012: Flight from Singapore to Bangkok 

How are we to comprehend 

such rapid changes of state –  

for humans are so easily elevated and dismayed. 

To float in a palace of clouds as a god; 

To descend in an instant to earth, one tired confused mortal among millions of others. 

For now, I am experiencing a state of being 

which has been dreamed about by humans for millennia.  

A perfectly ordinary divinity. 

A mastery of the spaces of the wide world. 

 

12 Dec 2012: NiraBankoc Hostel, PhraNakorn, Bangkok 

On my second morning in Bangkok I sleep late. Yesterday was massive and exhausting. I 

feel it still sticking to my skin in the no-shower, no-zazen way I collapsed into bed. Being a 

tourist can be so unfulfilling…Tricksters are everywhere, making me feel like a character on a 

quest in an old wonder-tale, testing my wits. The sights are so sort of gaudy and the temples are 

excessive, wat after wat, each with more gold leaf than the last. These outward trappings of the 

religion make it hard for me to connect with, since I relate to the minimalist aesthetic of Western 

Zen; yet it‘s inspiring to see how ordinary people touch their spirituality daily, precisely because 

of this abundant iconography. The persistent image of the Buddha in sculpture encourages us to 

think of him as tangible, an entity who can be touched and contacted, rather than someone who 

lived 2600 years ago. 

I notice lots of concerns about my choice to travel here, for this, my first journey 

overseas. I chose places easy to travel alone, for safety, prevalence of English, frequented by 

Aussies, minimal risk. I went with what is sensible instead of what intrigues me. I chose this 

because my body carries my practice and my body is female. My body is humbling in its 

limitations: ingesting a peanut by accident could kill me. It is one of the strongest lessons of my 

Zen practice. We must look after this, what sits here on the cushion, in order to practice, to 

follow 'the way of the Buddha‘. 

14 Dec 2012: Wat Pho, Bangkok 
I find Gillian Perholt‘s giant Djinn

17
 in the hall of the reclining Buddha. An exercise in 

magnitude, 43 metres long, he is pressed into the space between massive columns with his 

conical chignon pointed into the ceiling. Despite the geometric stylisation of the pose, which 

must be essential to execute a human figure on this scale, it still exudes a kind of confident, 

relaxed aura – a bodily aura – it‘s actually very sensual. You can only apprehend one part of him 

at a time. You acquaint yourself intimately, here with his underarm, here with his pointy nipple, 

here with his elongated navel; you are compelled to traverse his great languid length, head to toe, 

                                                 
17

  From the story by A.S. Byatt, The Djinn in the Nightingale‘s Eye. 
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like an attentive lover. He lies here all day to be admired by thousands, reclining within a 

chiming atmosphere of camera flashes and the chatter of offered coins.  

17 Dec 2013: Songdhammakalyani Monastery, NakhonPathom, Thailand 

A privileged glimpse into monastic life; sitting behind the Bhikkuni (Buddhist nuns) in 

the hall; chanting with them into the dawn. Their voices rise and fall in the feminine Palichorus, 

flowing, gentle. In a dharma talk one night, one of the Sisters reminds us that a monk should 

accept gratefully what is given, not wish for more: food is merely to sustain the body, robes 

simply to cover it. She speaks of hunger and the way robes start to smell. Venerable Mother 

translates into English for the only non-Thai nun; taking the opportunity to point out that 

everywhere we find the work bhikku (male), we must read also bhikkuni (female). They are still 

fighting for their legitimacy as women who have taken robes, in a country where they are not 

recognised. 

I think it must be a very hard life. Everything is so marked by untidiness and busyness 

that I find myself comparing monastic life to a marriage: not intrinsically holy, but hard work, a 

continuing commitment to something other than oneself. They don‘t have a meditation period, 

but may choose to sit in their rooms before 5am chanting or after bedtime. The buildings are 

open to the noise and dust of the highway, which settles in a thick layer over the dining tables; 

trees drop leaves, lizards and rats make their particular marks, and the continuous wiping down, 

raking up and clearing away of these leavings make up the bulk of work periods each day.   

They are engaged at all other times 

in a multitude of small and enormous 

projects: renovating, gardening, studying, 

translating, learning languages, distributing 

the newsletter Yashodara to subscribers 

around the world, designing a new temple 

building, campaigning for women‘s 

ordination against persistently patriarchal 

laws. I am in awe of the self-sufficiency of 

these women. I see them carry piles of long 

iron bars, then erect scaffolding from them, 

to climb and paint the sharply pitched roof 

of one of the shrines.  

27 Jan 2013: Angkor National 

Museum, SiemRiep, Cambodia 

The pure pleasure of the museum: 

soaring ceilings, shining marble, air 

conditioning, actual hand-soap in the 

bathrooms, sleek silk-uniformed staff, smell 

of roasted coffee. I love the demotic 

hospitality of museums. For the price of a 

ticket, we are all welcome guests in this 

realm of elegance. 
Prajanaparamita - sketch by Sarah Sherringham 
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I move through the neatly progressing galleries, watching the narrative of empires, 

religions, and cultures unfold. The familiar figures of Shiva, Indra, Avolokiteshvara, Tara, and 

countless Buddhas, ceaselessly shift and change places with humanitarian queens and kings as 

they dance through these ancient civilisations. Concepts of the spiritual and physical worlds are 

collapsed into these stone figures; there is no difference between the body of Buddha and the 

body of a Khmer king. Only in the names ascribed to them.  

It is such a joy to feel the presence of many female figures throughout the galleries, equal 

in quantity and significance to the males. The softly breasted chests of the women are equally 

graceful, peaceful, balanced and strong as that of the males. These recurring chests above 

pleasing rounded bellies and sturdy hips; beneath healthy solid necks and effortlessly upright 

heads; hold and celebrate a practice which is old and essential. No sidelining of the ‗centuries of 

enlightened women‘ here. 

In the gallery of One Thousand Buddhas, the literal thousand are housed by little gold-

lined alcoves within the rich womb-red walls. Everywhere, the Buddha sits in meditation while 

seven-headed serpent, Naga, diligently shelters him. Each is immediately human, 

communicative, warm. The form repeats and repeats, yet each is unique, expressing peace, 

gentleness, power, in zazen. Hands folded. Legs folded. At rest. And the rhythm of seated bodies 

builds and reaches out. The memory in my own body seems to greet the familiar reverberation of 

this pose. In the stone, I see myself. The stone sees itself in me. 

31 Jan 2013: Boat journey from SiemRiep to Battambang, Cambodia 

The conductor on the boat perches comfortably on two sacks. Cross-legged, hands 

dropped over knees, the endless horizon beneath his hat. What does he think about all these 

hours? Does he meditate there? Nothing to look at in the water, on the rush-covered banks.Tuk-

tuk drivers take every chance to rest, in their own back seats or in the hammocks hung for that 

purpose. But this fellow, he is alert to the emptiness of this river, unceasingly. 

31 Jan 2013: PrekToal, floating villages in Lake Tonle Sap, Cambodia 

Stop en route to Battambang to use the worst toilet ever (ecologically speaking) – a 

corrugated iron cubicle, a platform, a hole. Fish swim abundant and excited just beneath your 

squatting bottom. You piss right on top of them. They are curious about the edible potential of 

poo but ultimately decline to follow through. I apologised to the fish first, as did the 40 others, 

but it‘s no good; nor does it help to know that people drop their excrement into this river all day 

long, then fish out of it, eat the fish, sell them for restaurants. Here in the floating village lives 

the digestive system of lovely Cambodia – what unspeakables pass through her citizens and 

through her waterways. 

1 Feb 2013: Phnom Samphou& the bat cave, near Battambang, Cambodia 

As the bats fly out of the cave, in a marvelous billowing stream that goes on and on, so 

that you can‘t quite believe it‘s made up of individual bats and not just some massive body of 

bat-ness, I‘m faced with the usual question of mindfulness – can you rise into the direct 

experience? Can you feel enough wonder, curiosity, appreciation, can you suspend all else and 

just watch bats? Can you lose your ‗self‘ in bats? And know later you were truly there? 
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The bats fly in a fascinating double-helix type formation. They follow a stream but within 

it they go round and round, the ones on the outside seem to act as guards or scouts, wrapping the 

whole group in their curling wake. The whole effect, when you see it from stillness, is of organic 

clockwork with interlocking spirals, inner and outer, rotating and funneling through and around 

each other. When the locals hit pieces of tin or honk horns to scatter them, the whole mass 

responds as one, spreading wide across the sky. Not for a moment out of form. 

In the moment, there was no-one with whom I could share this observation; convey the 

pleasure of detail. So I wrote it down. Perhaps some day I will find a use for this tiny joy. 

Kodoji -  Watercolour by Janet Selby 
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From the Beginning All Beings are Buddha  
by Phillip McNamara 

When you get to know the chants, stories and sayings of the old teachers, their words can 

open up Zen and a path for you. Their words are transforming as it is your mind and body they 

take into its deepest nature. This is concrete. But the process is also poetic. The latter is perhaps 

because resonance is partly sparked or struck through our human associational mind. Poetry can 

side-step the rational or intellectual mind towards seeing the vista of life. As the Zen monk-poet 

Ikkyu (1394-1481) noted:  

Studying texts and stiff meditation can make you lose your Original Mind. A solitary 

tune by a fisherman, though, can be an invaluable treasure. Dusk rain on the river, the moon 

peeking in and out of the clouds; Elegant beyond words, he chants his songs night after night. (A 

Fisherman)18                                         

Yet the everyday can also seem harsh and irritating, rather than an invaluable treasure. 

Nevertheless, as Basho‘s poetry suggests, in such moments our senses need not wear us down 

but can show us our participation in the tapestry of this co-operative universe: 

Eaten alive by  

lice and fleas - now the horse  

beside my pillow  pees
19  

                                                          (Basho, 1644-1694) 

This is the poetry of the concrete. But it also, like the famous plop of his frog, 

participating fully in the timelessness and resonating poetry of Original Mind. Poetry can open 

us to such knowing; as can perseverance. Thus perhaps we should not be hasty to seek either a 

concrete or a symbolic interpretation of life, nor should we be hasty to reject either. I have found 

in my own practice that what best suits is reliant upon contexts and the stage of one's journey. 

This often begins as a symbolic journey during which, to paraphrase that pithy Zen saying, 

words and concepts, although once useful, get dropped.  

When I was younger I regularly listened to and sang along with the 1967 Donovan song 

―There is a Mountain.‖ The repetition of the lines ―First there is a mountain, then there is no 

mountain, then there is‖ both intrigued and soothed me. Around the same time I found out, when 

reading D.T. Suzuki‘s Essays in Zen Buddhism, that the lyrics referred to a Buddhist saying 

originally formulated by Qingyuan Weixin, who wrote: ―Before I had studied Ch‘an for thirty 

years, I saw mountains as mountains, and rivers as rivers. When I arrived at a more intimate 

knowledge, I came to the point where I saw that mountains are not mountains, and rivers are not 

rivers. But now that I have got its very substance I am at rest. For it's just that I see mountains 

once again as mountains, and rivers once again as rivers.‖20 My teenage mind enjoyed that the 

mountain was concrete, the mountain was symbolic and the mountain was moving in and out of 

different perspectives; including the awareness that it was just a perspective (and ironically a 

place  in which one tried to view the surrounding terrain and to gain a wider yet illusive 

perspective). I found it playful and a bit existentially daunting that neither the mountain nor I 

was a fixed entity!  

                                                 
18 Wild Ways: Zen Poems of Ikkyu, translated by John Stevens. Published by Shambala, Boston, 1995. 
19 The Essential Basho, Translated by Sam Hamill.  Published by Shambala, Boston, 1999. 
20 Discussed on the forum http://www.zenforuminternational.org/viewtopic.php?f=17&t=8382 accessed 22/05/13. See also Lopez, Donald S. 
Buddhism & Science: A Guide for the Perplexed, p.227. 

http://www.zenforuminternational.org/viewtopic.php?f=17&t=8382
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When the world is symbolic then it is one of associational resonance and correspondence. 

Such ideas can be akin to fantasy and escape, yet they can also be a way towards interconnection 

and relationship. Thus to move through the world carrying such ideas can be disorientating at 

times and useful at times. For example it may be that visualization and empathy practices - such 

as imagining that all beings have once been your mother - are part of some Buddhist traditions, 

but these are given by the teacher in response to attachments, fears or blockages that a particular 

student is experiencing as they attempt to embody non-dual Bodhisattva compassion for all 

beings.  

Similar in focus is the idea that we are mirrors of the whole universe or enacting life 

within a karmic web. My current teacher – Ross Bolleter – has given several Teishos that have 

included reference to Indra‘s Net (jewels) as a way of pointing to the non-dual basis of existence. 

We are the body of the universe and both embody and express our experiences of this. If the 

world is symbolic in these ways then our current karmic situation is both concrete and symbolic 

of some past chain of cause and effect. Furthermore if the world is concrete-symbolic then events 

and actions can be regarded as rarely occurring for no reason. So what are we penetrating, 

transforming or dropping? 

Correspondence between concrete reality and heavenly or original, pre-existent 

prototypes is part of the belief system of many religions. It could be argued that 

demythologization of everyday reality has led to our current lack of regard for mother earth. Is 

Buddha a prototype?  In my Zendo we regularly chant ―Buddha nature pervades the whole 

universe, existing right here, now.‖21 Is that concrete or symbolic? Does understanding it as 

concrete-symbolic help me see this nature? My experience has been that one begins chanting the 

above line in concrete/symbolic confusion, but ends up in a space of  concrete/concrete 

(everyday ordinariness) correspondence. Let me discuss this concrete journey that nevertheless is 

also metaphorical, as a transformative change process through which one sheds what no longer 

works. A thawing of one‘s mind and body so that body-mind is seen.  

As already stated if the world is karmic then events and actions rarely occur for no 

reason. Greed, hatred and ignorance seem to arise unceasingly. Are they karmic? Are the actions, 

which lead to their arising, volitional? Is it clinging to this reality which keeps me delusional? 

Does such pondering matter? When I sit zazen do I sit as representation of my past deeds and 

thoughts, or do I just sit literally – in the concrete here and now - as my body?  

The Buddha taught that unwholesome actions are conditioned by the three roots of greed, 

or hate, or delusion.22 The result is that we are the heirs, the owners, the care-givers, the 

modifiers, the purifiers of our individual karma. We become what we perform. Thus karma is as 

much our inheritance, friend and refuge as our Buddha nature.23 The Diamond Sangha first sutra 

dedication purifies this ―Greed, hatred and ignorance rise endlessly, I vow to abandon them…‖24 

In our Sutra we acknowledge our conditionality, yet we also chant to release our 

attachments to these arising results. Eventually we might see such results as a chain of empty 

deeds and events until, in our full abandoning of them, we clearly see empty phenomena rolling 

                                                 
21 http://www.ciolek.com/WWWVLPages/ZenPages/Daily-Zen-Sutras.html 
22 The 3 conditions or roots (mūla) of unwholesome karma (actions) are greed, hatred, delusion (lobha, dosa, moha); those of wholesome karma 

are: unselfishness (alobha), hatelessness (adosa = mettā, good-will), undeludedness (amoha = paññā, knowledge). See  www.palikanon.com 
/english/wtb/g_m/karma.htm accessed 01/03/13. 
23 ―Owners of their karma are the beings, heirs of their karma, their karma is their womb from which they are born, their karma is their friend, 

their refuge. Whatever karma they perform, good or bad, thereof they will be the heirs" (M. 135). Prev. cit. 
24 First Sutra service dedication, translated/revised by Robert Aitken Roshi December 1991, in my Diamond Sangha chant booklet. 

http://www.palikanon.com/english/wtb/g_m/muula.htm
http://www.palikanon.com/english/wtb/g_m/karma.htm
http://www.palikanon.com/english/wtb/g_m/karma.htm
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on. Buddha nature, being pure, is thus also empty. The concrete and symbolic attachments are 

dropped and the pervading emptiness is seen.  

This process of unfolding is towards an empty absolute that nevertheless has the 

everyday as its source. The process leads to us abiding in an unconditional reality which 

transcends - but is united with - limited, conditional, everyday existence. That is, Buddha nature 

or emptiness is the source through which all being emanates.  

We could say that loosened or unattached from the associational or conditional and their 

distractions, we find our awareness intimate with emptiness and hence indestructible. The 

essential idea, articulated in the Buddha nature sūtras (but not accepted by all Mahāyānists), is 

that no being is without a concealed but indestructible interior link to the awakening of bodhi and 

that this link is an uncreated element (dhātu) or principle deep inside each being, which 

constitutes the deathless, diamond-like "essence of the self".25 This is the very core and thus the 

cause and basis of the Universe.  

This awakening or dynamic awake state of awareness is, regardless of what one argues or 

accepts as its origin, the source of all things. As Yoka daishi (Yongjia, d. 713) tells us in his 

Song of Freedom ―Appearances are empty, all is impermanent; this is the complete view of the 

Those Gone Into Thusness.‖ Seeing into this: 

One sees the nature of ignorance 

to be itself Essential Awareness  

 and the illusion of one’s own body 

is the Realm of Reality 

Completely realizing 

the Realm of Reality to be objectless,   

one finds oneself the source of all things 

and one’s own nature to be Awake Awareness.
26

 

Certainly one way of looking at this awake awareness is to call it Buddha Nature. That is, 

through Buddhist practices, we discover our own expression of emptiness (śūnyatā) and our 

potentiality to realize our own Buddhahood. Perhaps a similar process is described in the 

Christian bible when Jesus says "Do not work for food that spoils" he told people, "but for food 

that endures to eternal life" (John 6:27). What is that life-giving food, the source of eternal life?  

Practice purifies or makes our emptiness perfect; that is we are always imperfect in a 

perfect way. Indeed it is because it is impossible to make a permanent relationship with anything 

                                                 
25 Nirvana Sutra. Cited in an entry on Buddha Nature in: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahayana_Buddhism#cite_note-52 accessed 06/03/13. This 

section goes on to say: - The Mahāparinirvāṇa Sūtra states: "The essence of the Self (ātman) is the subtle Buddha nature..." while the later 
Lankāvatāra Sūtra states that the Buddha nature might be taken to be self (ātman), but it is not. In the 'Sagathakam' section of that same sutra, 

however, the Tathagatagarbha as the Self is not denied, but affirmed: 'The Atma [Self] characterised with purity is the state of self-realization; 
this is the Tathagata's Womb (garbha), which does not belong to the realm of the theorisers'. The latter quoting Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki, The 

Lankavatara Sutra, Prajna Press, Boulder, 1978, p. 282. 
26Shodoka: Song of Freedom by Yoka daishi (Yongjia, d. 713), translated by Yasuda Joshu roshi and Anzan Hoshin roshi, 
http://www.wwzc.org/translations/shodoka.htm accessed 20th Feb. 2013. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transcendence_(philosophy)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bodhi
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shunyata
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahayana_Buddhism#cite_note-52
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahaparinirvana_Sutra
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lankavatara_Sutra
http://www.wwzc.org/translations/shodoka.htm
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at all, that from the beginning all beings are Buddha. As Hakuin's ‗Song of Zazen’, chanted 

regularly in my Zendo, states:  

All beings by nature are Buddha 

As ice by nature is water.  

Apart from water there is no ice;  

Apart from beings, no Buddha.27 

Furthermore Hakuin‘s ‗Song of Zazen reminds us: 

How sad that people ignore the near 

And search for truth afar: 

Like someone in the midst of water 

Crying out in thirst, 

Like a child of a wealthy home 

Wandering among the poor.28 

If we prefer a symbolic meaning, we may miss the point that if we sit in zazen enough we 

begin to relearn how to notice the flow of sensations that make up ordinary life. If we prefer a 

concrete meaning, then we may miss the point that we don‘t need to be wealthy to be trapped 

wandering; the poverty here is symbolic of our lack of happiness with what is near. It also 

suggests that our body/minds are characterized by the feeling that we dwell in a condition of 

continuous ‗thirst‘ because we ignore that we are already ‗home‘. 

‗Song of Zazen’ tells us that sit in zazen enough and we rediscover our original nature. 

We are already at home; settled and balanced right here, as we are. Some people may argue that 

the truth of now is rather mundane. However its continual renewal makes it quite extraordinary; 

although ordinary. We‘ve never done this moment before. Each moment there is always 

something different arising and passing away. Such impermanence is our water – refreshing each 

moment and showing us our Buddha nature or original face. There is no result from zazen except 

this return to eternal awake awareness. This may sound symbolic, but it is a concrete  letting go.  

Thus being imperfect but empty we don‘t need to be locked  in a combat with ourselves. 

Indeed it is within and because of our impermanence that we, whether we ignore it or not, flow 

like water. Thus our struggle and efforts to solidify our relationships with the world is 

unnecessary for, without searching or getting in the way, things go along quite well by 

themselves. Indeed if we keep up the delusion of struggle we can never find satisfaction; it is like 

drinking salt water to quench our thirst. Somehow, in the midst of water, we might see that 

everything is water and hence the awakening struggle empties into self and social change.29 

In the translation of Hakuin's ‗Song of Zazen‘, produced by the Zen Buddhist Order of 

Hsu Yun, it is stated that Zazen - and taking this into our life as right views, purification and 

                                                 
27 Translated by Norman Waddell.  
28 Waddell translation. 
29 A point of view also presented in: Hattam, Robert. Awakening-Struggle: Towards Buddhist Critical Social Theory, Imprint 2004. 
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right living - welcomes us back to our true nature and that this true nature has been there from 

the very beginning: 

The cause of our sorrow is ego delusion.  

From dark path to dark path we've wandered in darkness,  

how can we be freed from the wheel of samsara?  

The gateway to freedom is zazen Samadhi.  

Beyond exaltation, beyond all our praises the pure Mahayana.  

Observing the Precepts, Repentance and Giving,  

the countless good deeds and the Way of Right Living, all come from zazen.  

Thus one true Samadhi extinguishes evils. It purifies karma, dissolving obstructions.  

Then where are the dark paths to lead us astray?30 

Zazen thus has as an outcome ―the Way of Right Living‖. The obstructions dissolved – 

with their dissolution allowing ―Right Living‖- are those which blinker our awareness of being 

connected to all beings. We are thawing and finding that ―Apart from water there is no ice; Apart 

from beings, no Buddha.” 

Appreciating this interconnectedness our everyday life is seen as being made up of 

countless good deeds. These include the air allowing us breath, the earth giving us food, the 

many beings who assist our health and well being.  

Zazen shows us directly that separateness is an illusion. We directly see how in this very 

life we are, as stated earlier, the heirs, the owners, the care-givers, the modifiers, the purifiers of 

our individual karma. Such seeing is our repentance and purification. Simplicity and moderation 

might arise from such an appreciation and understanding of life. Our life then becomes a process 

towards the fulfilling of the precepts; we no longer ignore the treasure of our original face.  

Arriving home and experiencing the Samadhi of such a worldview broadens and deepens 

the symbolic, conceptual, and practical dimensions of our interactions and relationships.31 If we 

prefer a concrete meaning, we may miss the point.  Nevertheless the symbolic and associational 

worlds are just a fantasy. Everything is empty. Yet being empty everything is precious and 

sacred. This is emptiness, as openness or Thusness, and the concrete understanding and 

realization that - as there is no inherent existence in any phenomena - our actions deeply matter.  

A path of loving-kindness has opened. I sit zazen as zazen; body-mind as wholeness. 

When arise I do so as this body-mind going into the world. Hopefully with helping hands so that 

ice, having become water, makes my mind like a stream; so that I too: 

Like the little stream  

Making its way  

Through the mossy crevices  

I, too, quietly  

Turn clear and transparent.32                          (Ryokan 1758-1831) 

 
                                                 
30 http://www.thezensite.com/ZenTeachings/Translations/Song_of_Zazen.htm accessed 20/02/13. 
31 See Swearer, Donald K.  Buddhism and Ecology: Challenge and Promise http://fore.research.yale.edu/religion/buddhism/ accessed 20/03/13. 
32 Dewdrops on a Lotus Leaf:  Zen Poems of Ryokan, translated by John Stevens. Published by Shambala, Boston, 1996. 

http://www.thezensite.com/ZenTeachings/Translations/Song_of_Zazen.htm
http://fore.research.yale.edu/religion/buddhism/
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Experiences from Winter Sesshin 

by Janet Selby 

Reading Dogen, chanting Ancient Ground, stepping up to Lion Rock. 

Embodying the Kodoji landscape.  

Accepting each step, each puff of mist, each contact with the earth. 

 

Form and emptiness, mountains and waters. 

 

Open practice—painting practice: 

just now,  

fully embody those cliffs, that cloud is me. 

The cliffs are floating, the tips are dancing, the paint is on the page. 

 

Green mountains, blue paint,  

dancing on the page, embodied. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Beneath Towering Cliffs - Watercolour by Janet Selby  
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Manjusri Rock - Watercolour by Janet Selby 
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Listen to the Body 
By Subhana Barzaghi Roshi (2002) 

 

Listen to your Great body 

for you are existences skirt, 

whose folds and curves contain 

mountains, rivers and soft rain. 

Your every sigh and breath falls 

against the cheek of the beloved's infinite body. 

 

Listen to your body, notice what emerges 

when you try to slide into a delicious sensation 

and meet in a dark corner a surprising voice of resistance, 

and taste the old stale, musty, house on your tongue 

and unearth the landscapes in your shoulders, 

that try to hold up the world, 

and the longing in your hands, that reaches out for 

the missing connection. 

You sink into your belly and it remembers something 

so old, so young it cannot find words yet, 

it simply moves ever so slowly up the spine through 

forgotten pathways, connecting and welcoming all the  

various parts of this wild, beautiful, intricate sanctuary. 

Your body is an old treasure map that reveals its self 

to you if you are willing to listen,  

it guides you back to your true home. 

 

Listening to my body, 

I discover there are different wells within me,  

wells of love, fear, pain, hope, joy and sorrow. 

Some fill easily after a good rain, 

some never fill completely. 

But there is also a bottomless well inside the heart, 

this well is as wide as heaven and earth, 

and all the myriad creatures find refuge there. 

This well is the well of inexhaustible abundance 

that flows freely, it quenches the thirst  

and brings peace to the soul.                             
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This Body 
by Michael Tierney 

This body of shivering damp legs, of bare feet slapping at the ground of yawning 

stretched and billowing mouth. 

 

This body clacking fingers over keyboards, beating the heart faintly and  warming the 

tips of the ears. 

 

This body roving over caffeined tongue, squinted torn and tired eyes, this body 

remembering raving cicadas, skinned and bloody knees and dropping the paddle pop in 

the sand, (still good). 

 

This body blowing soggy leaves down shiny streets, planting newspapers against the 

bricked up walls (flat, haphazard), there and then gone, emptying bins full of bottles, 

driving, running, leaping like Ibis. 

 

This body flourishing umbrellas that lay discarded, broken, on top of street signs, rolling 

down the street  in chaotic arcs spokes punched through, scratching at the concrete. 

 

This body swooping through the air, white winged and grinning, twirling upside down, 

washing its wings on the dripping gum leaves. 

 

This body that loiters, rolls, leaps and hollers. 

 

This body that steps quietly 

 

through the morning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Mountain tips are still dancing - Watercolour by Janet Selby 
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Pain Without Suffering 
By Jillian Ball 

Persistent pain is a silent and invisible epidemic in which people are frequently 

marginalised, misdiagnosed and misunderstood. Pain is a sensory-emotional experience. It 

involves the whole of the person whether it is cancer pain, migraine, arthritis, back pain, nerve 

pain, chronic fatigue, fibromyalgia or pain of no name. One in five Australians, including 

adolescents and children live with chronic pain. This prevalence rises to one in three of the older 

(over 65) age group. 
33

 

My own story of persistent bodily pain began 17 years ago at the age of 39. The morning 

started with sunshine on fresh morning snow. The icy blue crystals were glistening and I was 

enchanted with the calls of the Currawongs. Skis swishing. Then, crash! …My world changed 

dramatically in that moment. I found myself on the ground, my body twisted. I felt my back snap 

and it was hurting terribly. I had sustained a disc prolapse, fracture in my spine and nerve 

damage. Although I recovered to some extent, my back had structural damage and my body was 

weakened.  

Ten years later, I aggravated it again but this time my recovery was more difficult. Over 

the next 7 years I experienced intensity of mental and physical suffering that I didn‘t know was 

possible: grief, fear, and despair. I blamed myself endlessly…―if only…‖. My movement and 

functioning were severely limited. 

At times it seemed as if I had become lost in the hell realm. I remember thinking this is 

seriously not my thing – please if only I could have some other challenge. I had previously 

entertained an illusion of myself as fit and active, a keen trekker and sailor. But I had a family 

and child who needed me. I had no choice but to somehow crawl out of the hole. 

Mainstream medicine had no solutions. Surgery was not possible and physiotherapy 

offered only varied success. Although I had both mechanical and neurological pain, it was my 

overly sensitized nervous system that was the hardest to bear. I eventually realised that any 

progress had to come from within. 

With the help of a number of mind/body practitioners, I engaged in psychological therapy 

and Feldenkrais. I learnt pacing to avoid booms and busts self-hypnosis and visualisation of the 

movements I was working on. Recently neuroscience has shown that you can restore brain 

function after strokes and other organic damage. An ingenious physiologist showed me how to 

use mirror therapy and R/L orientation to help steer neuroplasticity in the right direction. As in 

Doidge‘s book ‗The Brain that Changes Itself‘
34

, I was being trained to reprogram my brain to 

slowly improve my body‘s functioning. 

My first real breakthrough came when I started to accept the reality of my situation. It 

was certainly not sudden but a gradually changing perspective. Whether I liked my situation or 

not, I knew the importance of accepting ―it is how it is‖. Slowly it was sinking in that I didn‘t  

need to keep fighting. I also realised that the dialect I had hung onto between pain (bad day) and 

no pain (good day) made no sense. 

 

                                                 
33Pain Australia: Working to Prevent and Manage Pain. www.painaustralia.org.au       
34Doidge, Norman.The Brain That Changes Itself: Stories of Personal Triumph from the Frontiers of BrainScience. New York: Viking, 2007.  
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Even though I had meditated for years, it didn‘t seem essential. Meditation and mindful 

awareness now took on new meaning and became my way of life. Gradually I learnt to become 

more self-aware and examine the texture of changing sensation - where it was, how it felt, hot or 

cold, large or small and how it seemed. Rather than entertain endless scenarios of what could 

happen in the future, I started to realise that I only had to bear that moment … and it was 

bearable. This offered me a completely different way of being. It meant that I didn‘t need to 

cling to glimpses of minimal or no pain or resist times when the amplitude was on full volume. I 

was no longer what Charlotte Joko Beck calls ―a prisoner of fear‖ (p.144)
35

. 

Through mindfulness and meditation, I could now work more effectively with my states 

of mind. I realised that the body doesn‘t lie and I started listening to it with open ears, honesty 

and tenderness. I came to appreciate the changing interconnectedness of all the systems of the 

mind/body and so embraced them as a delicately balanced ecosystem. 

I grew more in touch with my own vulnerability and the fragility of life generally. I felt a 

deep kindness and compassion to others (especially those suffering) but also myself. I also found 

new direction and meaning and started to enjoy living in the slow lane. I now had more time to 

treasure the profoundness of nature with a beginner‘s mind. By opening up more fully to all my 

experiences, I realised I could embrace both beauty and suffering equally. As a result I started to 

feel more alive, more awake. I was finally able to let go and relax. The process is slow, non-

linear and only a start but the suffering previously torturing me started to lift. 

Even though I still experience pain and my external world remains somewhat diminished, 

my inner world continues to grow. After what I‘ve been through, I feel extremely grateful just to 

be here in this moment, whatever the moment brings. Now I experience the pain as background 

sensation, white noise. I notice when the sensations quieten and how pleasant this is, but I try not 

to become attached to it. 

Suffering is part of human existence, all existence. The Buddha teaches that rather than 

attempting to avoid suffering, the wise person changes his or her relationship with it. Whatever 

the pain, deeper solutions are needed. 

In the Sallatha Sutta
36

, the Buddha illustrates this through the story of two arrows: 

When an ordinary person experiences a painful bodily feeling, they worry, 

agonise and feel distraught. Then they feel two types of pain, one physical and 

one mental, it’s as if this person was pierced by an arrow and then immediately 

after by a second arrow. They then experience the pain of two arrows. 

An unpleasant feeling is the first arrow. But when the mind becomes dominated by fear, 

anger and sorrow, it means that we have been struck by the second arrow. We now have 

additional suffering. 

The second arrow comes when we try to push away the first arrow. Resisting pain means 

that our energy gets fully tied up in it and before long it becomes a habit. This resistance to pain 

is the major cause of suffering.  

 

                                                 
35Joko Beck,Charlotte. Everyday Zen. Harper One. New York, 1989. 
36SamyultaNikaya. 36,6: SallathaSutta, ‗The Arrow‘. citedVidyamala Burch. 
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The Buddha continues: 

"When a wise person experiences a painful bodily feeling, they don't worry and 

agonise --- it’s as if this person was pierced by an arrow but a second arrow 

doesn’t follow."  

We can move towards acceptance of primary suffering by understanding our feelings as 

they actually are, without attempting to block them or become overwhelmed. Continuously 

battling pain is exhausting. Letting go offers grounding in what is actually happening in the 

present moment. Vidyamala Burchcalls this ‗homecoming for the heart‘
37

. 

In my experience, keeping the second arrow in its quiver is not easy. Old habits 

frequently rear up, mindfulness drifts, stress increases and my body hurts. The vicious cycle 

spins another round. But now that I‘ve experienced a glimpse of the path, I‘m a little more able 

to bring my mind back on track. 

When Gilly invited me to write something about my pain journey for this edition of Mind 

Moon Circle, I was initially reluctant. It‘s not something that I generally feel comfortable talking 

about in any detail. But my gratitude for the spiritual wisdom of Zen, the teachers at SZC and the 

Sangha have been very important to me. Most of all, I am writing this with wholehearted 

compassion for my fellow sufferers.  

Far into the depths of the earth, no sound, no light, no scent, no thought, no sensation. 

Pure baritone awareness. Mu … 

 

  

                                                 
37Burch, Vidyamala. Living Well with Pain and Illness: the Mindful Way to Free Yourself from Suffering.Platkus, Books, London, 2008. 

 

The tips of the mountains' feet walk, setting them dancing - 
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Top  - The green mountains are constantly walking, Bottom - Valley Mist -  

Watercolours by Janet Selby 
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Hospitals as a Dojo 
by Helen Sanderson 

Recently I had the joy of having a colonoscopy in a Sydney hospital. Prior to that 

delightful experience, there were several days of preparation, the final consisting of drinking a 

brew, which resulted in completely emptying the inner man or woman of all shit. This 

concentrated the mind and the senses on this element as it departed the body, down the loo, 

reminding one of the sacred lotus growing out of the mud and muck at the bottom of the pond. 

On this day, however, I perceived no lotus growing anywhere near my nether regions though shit 

could be an element of that rich brown pond mud so conducive to lotus growing. 

When I arrived at the hospital, I was, unusually empty in all my being and the phrase 

from the Heart Sutra ran through my mind, ‖Form is no other than emptiness, emptiness no other 

than form.‖ There my mind stopped with the mystery of it all. You see the hospital is a dojo.  

Next I was interviewed, (had dokusan) with several nurses/ teachers. They seem to enjoy 

koans in the hospital. That day I was given several to contemplate. ―What is your name‖ (over 

and over) …translate into 'What is your original face before your grandparents were born?' or 

'Whose hearing is it?', or probably any number of koans. This interview was very brief, unlike 

others I have had which were more open and meandering. I answered, ―Helen Sanderson‖ in a 

one pointed no nonsense way in deference to the hospital requirements while thinking I really 

don‘t know? I am very practised at this sort of two pointed operating. I can often do my 

meditation practice of counting the breath while running another story or stories at the same 

time. It‘s called multi focused meditating and I‘m an expert. This added to my sense of Hospital 

as a Dojo. And again, they asked ―Are you sure you are Helen Sanderson?‖ ―Well yes,‖ I said, ―I 

don‘t really think anyone would impersonate someone going for a colonoscopy, so I guess I am 

me. If someone was pretending to be Helen Sanderson, so they could have a colonoscopy, I think 

the psychiatric section would be the place for them.‖ But it is a good question. Am I sure I am 

Ms Helen Frances Sanderson? 

Another koan I was asked, as I was wheeled into the operating theatre,   at least I am 

pretty sure there would be an equivalent koan, was, ―What are you here for?‖ I obediently said, 

―to have a colonoscopy‖, while wondering, what am I here for? What is my purpose in living? 

Maybe this isn‘t a koan at all as I did decide on an answer, which was to wake up. And then 

within seconds I was sound asleep, thankfully, under the beautiful influence of anaesthetic drugs. 

Is there a relevant precept here about giving and taking drugs? I was sound asleep and unable to 

contemplate it. 

Although hospitals are not my preferred venue for enlightenment, I did find this 

particular experience of body and mind helpful, particularly when I found out that I had nothing 

nasty growing within and I was very attached to that positive outcome.  

On a more serious note, my gastroenterologist recommends that people over 50 have a 

colonoscopy every 5 years. He says that if there is a precancerous growth it can usually be 

detected and removed preventing a full blown cancer. Unfortunately there is a high incidence of 

bowel cancer in the population so it is worth taking care. Please don‘t take my word for it check 

the need for a colonoscopy with your doctor. 
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Cloning Around 
by Brendon Stewart 

The thoroughfare we call the mind‘s road has been well trod. I liked the way Leonard 

Cohen strolled along with his Suzanne when she gets him on her wavelength 

And she lets the river answer 

That you’ve always been her lover 

And you want to travel with her 

And you want to travel blind 

And you know that she will trust you 

For you’ve touched her perfect body with your mind.
38

 

Oh …. oh, oh how pleasurable to touch a perfect body in whatever way possible. But, 

what about the bones of our late master (which apparently) still exist? Tao Wu‘s discussion on 

Condolences offers us some thoughts that suggests those we love are never lost. There is 

something very comforting in these words, reassuring even as we each face our own mortality. 

But do the scattered bones of our forebears hold some impression of permanence that may test 

the validity of the ideas to be found in the notion of Dukkha Viparinama; that suffering is 

brought about by change and impermanence?  

The koan what did your face look like before your parents were born? offers itself as a 

nonsensical question. Koans have the reputation of seemingly being paradoxical but in fact many 

Koans are straight-forward questions that invite an insightful and appropriate answer. Indeed the 

features of my face were somehow there even before my parents were born if one accepts the 

antiquity of DNA. The particular nature of our DNA enables each one of us to contemplate the 

subtlety of a metaphor and to imagine a preview of our own future because human DNA enables 

one to focus great attention on the Self. 

My Self or the ‗me‘ of my everyday experiences is what Antonio Damasio calls the 

autobiographical self.  This self structures thoughts, emotions, and feelings into meaningful 

narratives
39

. This is the ‗me‘ of my ego with its emphasis on story telling and fantasy and is 

principally conscious of its engagement with the world, my world, the world in which I function. 

There is a psychological reality to this. My self-concept has legitimacy because the mind reliably 

reveals its own processes and inventions. 

A most peculiar characteristic of human biological evolution has been the amazing 

capacity to extend our consciousness in such a way that it has shifted us out of what we might 

call essential biology. At some point it became possible to comprehend that we were able to see 

a future and reflect upon a past by way of fact and fiction and that we could feel and discuss 

these facts and fictions and that our reality was constantly being invented. For better or for worse 

this has become our existence, we human beings live inside a world of our own creation. 

Congruent with this is our astonishing imagination. Our capacity with language far outstrips the 

relatively simple function of being able to communicate names and orientations and what has 

                                                 
38 Leonard Cohen. Suzanne, first published as a poem 1966 and recorded by Cohen 1967 
39

 Antonio Damasio. 2000 The Feeling of What Happens Vintage press, London. 
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Dolly the cloned sheep (1996-2003)  

come to pass is an aptitude, some might even say a gift, to name an existence that does not 

reflect the reality of that domain we continue to call nature.  

We invent our existence to serve the purpose of our own satisfaction. Hence we have 

cultures and sub-cultures and fashion parades and green cordial and koans. Richard Dawkins 

refers to this capacity in his 1976 book The Selfish Gene as memetics. Memes are such things 

as ideas, catch-phrases, clothes, fashions, ways of making pots or building arches. Memes are 

also habits, skills, songs, stories or any kind of information that is copied from person to person. 

Memes, like genes, are replicators. That is, they are information that is copied with variation and 

selection. Because only some of the variants survive, memes (and hence human cultures) evolve. 

Memes are copied by imitation, teaching and other methods, and they compete for space in our 

memories and for the chance to be copied again. Large groups of memes that are copied and 

passed on together are called co-adapted meme complexes, or memeplexes.
40

 

On February 27, 1997, the journal Nature 

published an historic article. Scientists in Scotland 

reported that they had successfully produced a viable 

mammalian offspring derived from the transfer of an 

adult cell nucleus to an enucleated egg, creating a 

clone. The baby took on the pleasing name of Dolly 

(after Dolly Parton apparently!) becoming the poster 

pin-up lamb for both the promise and the threat of the 

burgeoning molecular and stem cell technologies. In 

2006 the first primate embryo of a Rhesus Monkey 

was cloned and more recently a human embryo has 

been cloned utilizing a human donor skin cell.  

Some memeplexes indeed!! 

The ethical implications here are especially 

interesting for a Buddhist. How is one to think about 

this koan that is concerned with my face in the age of 

bio-molecular technologies and what indeed are     

were to do with the bones of our ancestors? 

The National Bioethics Advisory Commission 

(NBAC) in the USA reviewed the issues surrounding cloning and prepared a report on the ethical 

implications of cloning humans. The report incorporated not only scientific and ethical views, 

but legal and religious perspectives as well. The religious leaders invited to discuss the prospect 

of human cloning in the context of long-standing religious traditions were from Islamic, Judaic, 

and Christian communities. Buddhists were noticeably omitted. Collectively their perspective on 

humans is that we are each "created, dependent on God, and finite‖. The Biblical and Koranic 

account of creation says, "human beings are embodied selves and unique creatures in God's 

image." The ethical issues surrounding cloning addressed by these religious thinkers are a 

concern with the perceived violation of a person's individuality. The underlying assumption of 

                                                 
40 Blackmore, S, Memes UK: About Memes:  http://www.susanblackmore.co.uk/memetics/about%20memes.htm 

https://email.ad.uws.edu.au/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Selfish_Gene
https://email.ad.uws.edu.au/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://www.susanblackmore.co.uk/memetics/about%2520memes.htm
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all the religious perspectives included in the report is that the individual as a distinct self is 

unquestioned.
41

 

Buddhists understand that three phenomena mark existence: impermanence, suffering and 

no-self. These teachings are fundamental for all schools and orders of Buddhism. The notions of 

impermanence and suffering are more or less empirically obvious. The notion of no-self however 

is less obvious and requires reflection and contemplation.  

The conscious human self, as understood in most psychological theories, emerges from 

our biology in that it is one (even if it is able to extend) with our bodies. We may look at our 

bodies and say, well, this is my self right here, look at me! I'm quite solid. But if we trace our life 

back to its beginning as a fertilized egg, we had no "body" at that point. Our bodies have been 

structured and assimilated from the food we have eaten and the life consumed. Our cells 

continuously turn over; our bodily water is in a continuum with the external environment by our 

drinking and excreting. At what point does the physical body become "me"? Others may point to 

our consciousness, a Cartesian argument of thoughts being evidence of our selves. Herein lies a 

dilemma. It is clearly so that much of our thinking process is taken from what has been taught to 

us. And no doubt our self identity changes when our thoughts change with age and experience. 

But the autobiographical self does not change in the same way that our biological selves 

change because it accesses this most astonishing domain; human imagination. Of course all 

existence is subject to evolutionary process but our individual lived experience can never retreat, 

or be suspended from our imagination. In this way we knowingly, sometimes dumbly, live each 

moment. 

Hence we are able to assert that Buddhist ethics might well accept that fertility 

technologies are in accord with the basic good of creating life and opportunities for rebirth. As 

for cloning, the clone would undoubtedly be an individual from an ontological point of view and, 

based on Buddhist teachings, should be granted full moral respect and protection. An issue of 

concern would no doubt be in the opportunity for harm during the research process; therefore 

Buddhism may have more concern for the cloning research than the actual cloning of a human.  

A common enough reaction to the idea of human cloning would appear to be revulsion 

and sometimes, indeed, repugnance. While revulsion is surely not an argument against cloning, 

in crucial cases repugnance is often the emotional bearer of deep wisdom beyond reason's power 

to fully articulate. But it is also possible that repugnance may well be a defence of the ego in 

seeing it is no longer a unique entity. The reactions of people can be emotional because cloning, 

in essence, poses a threat to the idea of a discrete individual identity. If I am faced with a clone 

of myself, where and who am I? Am I still completely myself? If so, what does that make this 

person standing before me? And the flip side of the coin is the clone's perspective. Am I my own 

person, or less so, because the "parent" (the DNA donor) has already lived a life with my DNA? 

Yet if there is nothing that can be apprehended as self, independent of a particular person then 

the parent has no fear of losing its identity to a clone since an identity is personal and 

imaginative, and theoretically, the clone has no fear of losing its potential because of knowing 

what the parent did with its DNA. The clone is in no way (other than physically) a replica of the 

parent.  

                                                 
41 United States National Bioethics Advisory Commission position paper on Cloning, (1997). 
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Case 35 in Robert Aitkin‘s Gateless Barrier
42

 involves Ch‘ien and her cousin Wang-Chau 

who were close childhood playmates. Chi‘ien‘s father once spoke to them that one day they 

would be married. Yet, in the meantime as Ch‘ien grew up she came to the attention of a man of 

rank who asked for her hand in marriage; the father agreed. With this news Wang-Chau heavy in 

heart left the province and sailed away up river on his boat. In the middle of the first night he 

was startled by a voice calling him; wait Wan-Chau, it is I and he saw a girl running along the 

bank, it was Ch‘ien. He tethered his boat and together they carried on, probably with very mixed 

feelings about their behaviour and the consequences. For six years they lived happily and had 

two children but Ch‘ien could not forget her parents and longed to see them again. On returning 

to her father‘s house Wang-Chau went ahead to meet the father and offer an explanation as to 

their lives and the course of events. The father was over-joyed to see his nephew, then the 

nephew explained that he thought the father would be angry with him for running off with his 

daughter. The father asked, ‘what Ch’ien was that?’ Since you left, the father said, Ch’ien has 

been sick and bedridden for all these years, she does not speak and is barely conscious.  Some 

confusion no doubt at this point! Wang-Chau then took the father down to the boat where Ch‘ien 

was waiting for him. As they talked back towards the father‘s house Ch‘ien got up from her sick 

bed and together the Ch‘iens became one. 

This is a well loved Koan for many Zen students because it has all the hallmarks of a 

psychological drama. Here we have a Chinese folk tale and the koan that has emerged from this 

story is the question ―which is the true Ch‘ien‘?  Wu-Men remarks in his commentary that if you 

realize the true one, then you’ll know that emerging from one husk and entering another is like a 

traveler putting up in an inn. Of course, there is the psychological response to this koan because 

clearly too, living a divided life is debilitating; schizophrenia is a serious illness just as being 

here but wanting to be there usually means that things don‘t get done properly or well. But what 

about these husks? Can we imagine them as enucleated cells that may somehow house, in the 

same way that an inn can house, or make one feel at home, the memeplex that is Ch‘ien‘s story? 

Whatever! But, why would someone want to clone a human? Because we can! For sure 

someone may desire to create a physical duplicate of either themselves or a person to whom they 

are attached: a partner, a deceased child, a spiritual teacher. Would the possibility of offering up 

a clone of a loved one be a solution to the suffering incurred by loss? Probably not, but then 

maybe… 

There is a famous Zen saying: "If you meet the Buddha, kill the Buddha." This isn't 

meant as a flagrantly disrespectful sentiment. It‘s pointing to the way our imagination works, in 

that walking with the Buddha at your side is an illusion. If one believes that they have found 

definite answers to questions, either in dogma or the dharma or a leader's teachings, they are 

clinging to a falsehood. So to clone the Buddha in all his wisdom would be foolish, because there 

is no absolute answer or solution to be found in him. To awaken one eventually has to forsake 

attachment even to the Buddha's teachings. 

While the specifics of the act: cloning a loved one, cloning as a solution to infertility and 

organ and bone marrow replication research may not be ethically contentious within Buddhist 

teachings, there is a transcendent perspective on cloning which can facilitate spiritual insight. 

When Tao Wu and his student were paying their condolence visit to a lay family, the student 

                                                 
42 Robert Aitken. 1991 The Gateless Barrier. Case 35: Which is the true Ch’ien’? North Point Press, New York 
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knocked upon the coffin and asked Tao Wu, Alive or dead? Tao Wu replied, I won't say!
43

 

(possibly he didn‘t know). For him to say would be to mislead his students on the nature of the 

Absolute, where good and bad coexist. Tao Wu is trying to help the student see into the 

conundrum of life and death. As with almost all Zen Koans, the issues at stake point to how we 

each free ourselves from the anxieties that accompany our living and our dying. So much has 

been written and spoken on these matters. Every meal at a Zen Sesshin begins with a chant that 

includes:  

Vairochana pure and clear, Dharmakaya Buddha  

Lochana full and complete, Sambhogakaya Buddha 

 Shakyammuni infinitely varied, Nirmanakaya Buddha 

All three bodies of the Buddha are just ‗one taste Zen‘ as Dogen says, each just a 

concept, enfolding and inter-linking with the others. Another way to say this is that each of us is 

a clone to begin with and indeed, to end with, and we each come and go forth in our own 

particular way, infinitely varied. 

 

  

                                                 
43
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Tea Verse 
 (T. 51:191B2-19) 
Translated by Dr Wendi Adamek 

Once, when the venerable was drinking tea, [a party of] thirty directors and sensors of the 

secretariat came to pay their respects, and when they had done this they took seats and asked, 

"Venerable, you really love tea, don't you?" 

The Venerable said "Yes." Then he recited a tea verse for them: 

The obscure valley produces the mysterious herb 

that serves as a medium for entering the Way. 

Woodcutters gather its leaves, 

the delicious flavor flows into an earthen vessel. 

It tranquilizes worries and clarifies void consciousness, 

brightens the mind and illuminates the terrace of understanding. 

Without wearing down one's vital energy, 

it directly moves the Dharma gates to open. 

Upon hearing this the directors asked, "Venerable, why do you not teach people to read 

scriptures, recollect the Buddha, and perform devotions? We, your disciples, do not understand." 

The Venerable said, "One validates final nirvana for oneself; I also teach others like this. 

Do not hold on to the Tathagatas incomplete teaching. Returning to one's own understanding, 

self awakening initiates training. The buddhas validate this person as one who has attained true 

samadhi." 

When the Venerable finished speaking, [he sat there] majestic and unmoving. The 

directors and censors sighed together, "This is something we haven't encountered!" They asked, 

"Venerable, why do you not teach the phenomenal forms of the Dharma?" 

The Venerable replied, "The subtle principle of the Mahayana reaches principles empty 

extent, Beings involved in conditionality are unable to enter it. The teachings of the scriptures 

point to the fundamental nature of beings. Seeing the nature is thus the Way of becoming a 

buddha; attachment to characteristics is thus sinking into the cycle [of birth and death]. When the 

mind is produced, the various dharmas are produced, when the mind is extinguished, then the 

various dharmas are extinguished. Transmitting the scriptures and performing devotions are all 

arousals of the mind. Arousing the mind is precisely birth and death, not arousing the mind is 

precisely seeing the Buddha." 

They asked further, "If the Venerable teaches by relying on this, do people get it?" 

The Venerable said, "They do. Arousing the mind is precisely defilements, movement of 

thought is precisely the demons' net. All dharmas involved in conditionality are like the froth of 

dream visions, like dew and like lightning. You ought to contemplate them thus." When the 

officials heard his talk, the net of doubt was suddenly removed. All together they said they would 

become his disciples. 
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Taking on Chan Disciples While Drinking Tea 
 (T. 51:195A12-29) 
Translated by Dr Wendi Adamek 

Another time there were Master Guangjing, Master Wuyou, Master Daoyan, and Master 

Dazhi. All of the above were disciples of Chan Master Jian-cheng. They came to the Venerable 

and sat down. The Venerable was drinking tea at the time. Master Wuyou said to the Venerable, 

―Drinking three or five cups of tea and sitting with eyes closed… Just like a strong fellow 

grabbing an emaciated man by the waist, it seems rather affected and pretentious.‖  

The Venerable told Master Wuyou, ―Don‘t indulge in idle talk. You didn‘t eat mud 

dumplings in the famine of the Yongchun era (682-683).‖
44

 (i.e., ―You young whippersnapper.‖) 

Wuyou heard this and lost colour. 

The Venerable said, ―You, Master So-and-So, bring a worldly, birth-and-death mind to 

try to fathom Chan – really stupid. This [illustrates] ‗a kick from a hastinaga is not something an 

ass can bear‘.‖
45

 

The Venerable told Master Wuyou, ―Wuzhu will tell you a story. There was a man 

standing on a high earthen mound. A number of people were travelling along the road together, 

and from afar they saw the man standing on the high place. They talked about it among 

themselves. [One man said,] ‗This man surely has lost an animal.‘ One man said, ‗He lost his 

group.‘ One man said, ‗He‘s enjoying the coolness of the wind.‘ The three argued together 

without deciding. They reached the high place and asked the man on the mound, ‗Did you lose 

an animal?‘ He replied, ‗No, I didn‘t.‘ Again they asked, ‗Did you lose your group?‘ But neither 

had he lost his group. Again they asked, ‗Were you enjoying the coolness of the wind?‘ But 

neither was he enjoying the coolness of the wind. [They asked.] ‗Then if it none of these, why 

are you standing up high on the mound?‘ He replied, ‗I‘m just standing.‘‖ 

The Venerable told Master Wuyou, ―Wuzhu‘s Chan is not sinking and not floating, not 

flowing and not fixed, but it truly has a function. It functions without birth or tranquil 

[extinction], functions without stain or purity, and functions without ‗is‘ or ‗is not.‘ Lively like a 

fish jumping; at all times, everything is meditation.‖ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

From Wendi Adamek, The Teachings of Master Wuzhu: Zen and Religion of No-religion. New 

York: Columbia University Press, 2011.  

Available on Amazon.com in hardcover, paperback and kindle.  

With special thanks to Dr Adamek for permission to include these pieces from the published 

work and for her talks held at Annandale in early May 2013. Thanks also to Sarah Sherringham 

for transcribing the works. 

 

  

                                                 
44 The famine of the Yongchun era was apparently a leading date for some time; see Zizhi tongjian (Comprehensive Mirror for Aid in 

Government). By Sima Guang. Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1976. (203), 6406-6407. 
45 Vimalakirti-sutra (Scripture on the Expositions of Vimalakirti). Weimojie suo-shuo jing. T.475, 14:547a26. 
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Song 'The Clouds' 

Translated by Diego Oliverio 

I want to thank  Jane  suggested me to send this song to the "Mind Moon Circle", and 

Michael for helping me to write the text in English. 

The title of the song is also the title of the album itself was published in 1990 by singer-

songwriter Fabrizio De Andre' in collaboration with his friend Mauro Pagani. 

  

The clouds 

go 

come 

occasionally stop 

and when stop 

are black like The Crow 

seems to look at you with evil eye 

 

Sometimes are white 

and run 

and take the form of the heron 

or sheep 

or some other animal 

so that the children see it better 

who run in play after them for some distance 

 

Sometimes warn you with noise 

before arriving 

and the earth trembles 

and the animals they keep silent 

sometimes warn you with noise 
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go 

come 

come back 

and maybe stop so many days 

that you cannot see sun and the stars 

and you feel not to know more 

the place where you are 

 

go 

come 

for one true 

thousands are fakes 

who put them between us and the sky? 

to leave only a desire to  rain. 

      (I would like to dedicate this song to Italy). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

'approaching Rain - Pastel on Paper by Glenys Jackson 
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Michael Drebert's Art Practice 
by Michael Tierney 

Canadian Artist Michael Drebert completed a residency for Artspace Gallery in 

Woolloomooloo in June of  2013. While living at the gallery he also attended Monday and 

Wednesday nights at the Sydney Zen Centre and  went along to Winter Sesshin with Paul 

Maloney Roshi and Allan Marett.  

I learned a little about Michael's artistic work method in Sydney over coffee in early June 

- the spirit of Zen seemed to be steeped into his work  with a process of infusion and  letting go. 

Michael first went and sat with a particular influence, in Sydney this was various species of 

black flower (see over page the tacca chantrieri, black bat flower for example).  After some time 

being with this influence he would return to his studio and engage with charcoal drawings to 

capture elemental forms and impressions rather than  representational images.  

When I visited his studio there were dozens of these drawings taped to the walls and in 

paper bags about the place - I believe this was part of his infusion process, being and living with 

these non-representational images.  

He then took down all these works and put them in a large paper bag in preparation for 

leaving Sydney - the sculpture pictured below uses this bag of drawings to maintain the shape of 

the silver sheeting. The use of all his three months work as a prop for the final piece was quite a 

touchingly humble aspect of the work. On one of the two silver sculptures was a papier mache 

skull. The singularity of this piece - it being the only part of the display that was directly 

representational - seemed to add a lens to the rest of the work. I asked Michael to elaborate on 

the skull as part of the display for 

publication in the Mind Moon Circle: 

"The papier mache sculpture is 

a rough representation of what is 

commonly known as 'the black skull' -

 found in Kenya and dated to be 

around 2.5 million years old - its dark 

coloration due to high levels of 

manganese found in its bone. These 

fossilised remains are of the species 

 paranthropus aethiopicus, thought  to 

be one of the  earliest  examples 

of robust pliocene hominids.  

I have a general interest in the 

color black, and, whilst here in Sydney 

during my residency at artspace gallery, was reading through a book on the history of mankind. 

Through the readings, I came across this fossilised skull - it captured my attention, and I spent 

some time reading more closely about this particular species, and eventually modeling a copy of 

it. 

I've been fascinated by its ancientness, by the immense span of time between different 

species in our ancestral lineage, and, how my feeling of curiosity around this found skull is 

informing my lived experience, right now. 
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It isn't easy to express what happened 

when I finally applied the black paint to the 

papier mache skin, except to say that it was a 

very strange and unexpected sensation. I suppose 

it felt like I was plugging into something older 

than myself, a kind of reaching back and 

touching something familial, related, distant, yet 

akin". - Michael Drebert 

The large wall art shown on page 39 was 

created in a single day and is a synthesis of all 

Michael's work with elemental forms. The shapes 

and spirit of Michaels infused influences are 

imbued within this work.  

Another interesting part of Michaels display was the 1,000 candles. These were burned 

until the bottom of the wick while in Canada, a friend also burned 1,000 candles. This took 

around 8 hours to complete. 

Although I did not see this work in action, seeing the cold burned out candles and the 

charred wooden platform was its own kind of spectacle - I believe this was primarily an act of 

solidarity between friends far apart  however it also spoke to me of the spectacle of human  life - 

how lucky we are to burn so brightly if briefly and how wonderful to share this journey with 

others.  

After the open studio Michael's display was taken down. The artworks he made were not 

given away or sold, he preferred to let them go quietly. When he left Sydney he took only the 

possessions he had when he came here with the exception of a single black jumper gifted to him 

from the stock at Kodoji. 

At our last conversation Michael was being warned of the various things that might eat 

him while in the Northern 

Territory, I will greatly miss 

our post zazen, Harry cafe de 

wheels pie infused chats, and I 

am reminded by his presence in 

the Sydney dojo of all the 

wonderful people I meet sitting 

in zazen, All the quiet people 

with so much to say! 

 

 

 

 

  

Tacca chantrieri, black bat flower 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tacca_chantrieri
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